Daryl Holland 2-Day Precision Long Gun Marksmanship – Oct 24-25, 2015 – Alpine, CA

Daryl Holland is a retired U.S. Army Sergeant Major with over 20 years of active duty experience, 17 of those years in Special Operations. Five years with the 1st Special Forces Group (SFG) and 12 years in the 1st SFOD-Delta serving as an Assaulter, Sniper, Team Leader, and OTC Instructor.

He has conducted several hundred combat missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Philippines, and the Mexican Border. He has conducted combat missions in Afghanistan's Hindu Kush Mountains as a Sniper and experienced Mountaineer to the streets of Baghdad as an Assault Team Leader.

He has a strong instructor background started as an OTC instructor and since retiring training law abiding civilians, Law Enforcement, U.S. Military, and foreign U.S. allied Special Operations personnel from around the world.
Daryl Holland 2-Day Precision Long Gun Marksmanship – Oct 24-25, 2015 – Alpine, CA

This course is designed to give you the ability to read winds, bullet trace and calculate for all environmental factors to make cold bore hits out to 700 yards with your .308 Bolt Gun or Carbine Recce Rifle. Similar and higher calibers will be fine, but .223 will need a minimum barrel length of 16” and heavier quality ammo to keep up with the large bore rifles at the long ranges.

Topics covered:
- Long Gun set up, optics review and maintenance
- Fundamentals of the Long Gun (Trigger control, breathing, positions, etc.)
- Correcting for meteorological conditions
- Wind calling, estimate range and reading bullet trace
- Conversion of wind to MOA/Hold off in inches
- Conversion of wind to MIL/Hold off increments
- Ballistic programs and more

Instructor: Daryl Holland

Date: Oct 24-25, 2015
Cost: $525.00

Location: Alpine, CA

Weapon & Gear Class Requirements:
- Rifle of choice; .308 Bolt Gun, .308 Carbine Rifle or 5.56mm Recce/SPR/Designated Type Rifles (long barrel)
- Bipod or small bag to support rifle
- Ground pad
- 2 magazines for Carbines
- 6 power(+) optics, fixed or variable magnification
- Spotting scope
- Eyes and ear protection
- Suitable range wear depending on the season
- Weapon cleaning & lubrication supplies
- Log book
- Good attitude

Ammo Requirements:
- 300 rounds (Match ammo not required but would be an advantage)

***IF YOU CANNOT FIND REASONABLY PRICED AMMO FOR THE CLASS PLEASE EMAIL ME DIRECTLY AT Paul@aliastraining.com. WE HAVE SEVERAL VENDORS LINED UP TO SUPPLY AMMO TO OUR STUDENTS.***
Daryl Holland 2-Day Precision Long Gun Marksmanship - Oct 10-11, 2015 - Alpine, CA

Daryl Holland is a retired U.S. Army Sergeant Major with over 20 years of active duty experience, 17 of those years in...
He has conducted several hundred combat missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Philippines, and the Mexican Border. He has conducted combat missions in Afghanistan's Hindu Kush Mountains as a Sniper and experienced Mountaineer to the streets of Baghdad as an Assault Team Leader.

He has a strong instructor background started as an OTC instructor and since retiring training law abiding civilians, Law Enforcement, U.S. Military, and foreign U.S. allied Special Operations personnel from around the world.

Daryl Holland 2-Day Precision Long Gun Marksmanship – Oct 10-11, 2015 – Alpine, CA

This course is designed to give you the ability to read winds, bullet trace and calculate for all environmental factors to make cold bore hits out to 700 yards with your .308 Bolt Gun or Carbine Recce Rifle. Similar and higher calibers will be fine, but .223 will need a minimum barrel length of 16" and heavier quality ammo to keep up with the large bore rifles at the long ranges.

Topics covered:
- Long Gun set up, optics review and maintenance
- Fundamentals of the Long Gun (Trigger control, breathing, positions, etc.)
- Correcting for meteorological conditions
- Wind calling, estimate range and reading bullet trace
- Conversion of wind to MOA/Hold off in inches
- Conversion of wind to MIL/Hold off increments
- Ballistic programs and more

Instructor: Daryl Holland

Date: Oct 10-11, 2015

Cost: $525.00

Location: Alpine, CA

Weapon & Gear Class Requirements:
- Rifle of choice; .308 Bolt Gun, .308 Carbine Rifle or 5.56mm Recce/SPR/Designated Type Rifles (long barrel)
- Bipod or small bag to support rifle
- Ground pad
- 2 magazines for Carbines
- 6 power(+) optics, fixed or variable magnification
- Spotting scope
- Eyes and ear protection
Good attitude

- COASTAL GUN WORKS
- All4shooters - Europe
- Primus Plus - Europe
- M3 Strategies
- The Range Complex
- QSB MANUFACTURING
- Gun Gallery - Jacksonville, FL
- Centurion Arms
- LWRC International, LLC

Ammo Requirements:
- 300 rounds (Match ammo not required but would be an advantage)

***IF YOU CANNOT FIND REASONABLY PRICED AMMO FOR THE CLASS PLEASE EMAIL ME DIRECTLY AT Paul@aliastraining.com. WE HAVE SEVERAL VENDORS LINED UP TO SUPPLY AMMO TO OUR STUDENTS.***
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